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---------------------------------------------------------------------***---------------------------------------------------------------------Most of the losses are caused by fault and theft in
Abstract - Generation, transmission and distribution of

distribution system. In this paper the focus is on single phase
to ground fault in power line. When single phase to ground
fault occurs, it becomes significant to detect fault quickly and
with accuracy. It becomes challenging for the power
company to detect and repair the fault as quickly as possible.
Protection systems are designed to identify the location of
faults and isolate only the faulted section in order not to
damage the whole equipment in power system. In the
proposed concept with the use of wireless sensor network
exact location of fault can be diagnosed. There by providing
optimum operation of electric power. The objective of this
paper is to provide with a simple way to detect the fault and
show the exact location of occurred fault which will
ultimately lead to optimum operation of the whole system
and to improve the reliability of distribution network.

electrical energy involve many operational losses. We can
defined the losses in generation technically but distribution
and transmission losses cannot be precisely quantified with
the sending end information. This illustrates the involvement
of nontechnical parameter in transmission and distribution of
electricity. Moreover technical losses occur naturally and are
caused because of power dissipation in transmission lines,
transformers, and other power system components. Technical
losses in Transmission & Distribution are computed with the
information about total load and the total energy bill. While
technology in the raising slopes, we should also note the
increasing immoral activities. The system prevents the illegal
usage of electricity. At this point of technological development
the problem of illegal usage of electricity can be solved
without any human control using IoT. With the
implementation of this system will save large amount of
electricity, and there by electricity will be available for more
number of consumer then earlier, in highly populated country
such as India, China. Power theft can be defined as the usage of
the electrical power without any legal contract with the
supplier.

Electrical networks, machines and equipment’s are often
subjected to various types of faults while they are in
operation. When a fault occurs, the characteristic values
(such as impedance) of the machines may change from
existing values to different values till the fault is cleared.
There may be lot of probabilities of faults to appear in the
power system network, including lighting, wind, tree falling
on lines, apparatus failure, etc.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The fault inception also involves in insulation failures and
conducting path failures which results short circuit and open
circuit of conductors. Under normal or safe operating
conditions, the electric equipment’s in a power system
network operate at normal voltage and current ratings. Once
the fault takes place in a circuit or device, voltage and
current values deviates from their nominal ranges. Usually
power system networks are protected with switchgear
protection equipment’s such as circuit breakers and relays in
order to limit the loss of service due to the electrical failures
after the occurrence of fault. The design of systems to detect
and interrupt power system faults is the main objective of
power-system protection. The main types of faults are
symmetric and asymmetric.

Theft of electricity is the criminal practice of
stealing electrical power. It is a crime and is punishable by
fines and/or incarceration. It belongs to the non-technical
losses. In recent days power theft which causes lot of loss to
electricity boards is the biggest problem. In countries like
India, these situations are more often, if we can prevent
these thefts we can save lot of power. To detect an
unauthorized tapping on distribution lines electrical power
theft detection system is used. Distribution network of
electrical power supply system is the main implementation
part of this system. It is not possible for existing system to
identify the exact location of tapping. Our system finds out
on which electrical line there is a tapping. This is a real time
system. In moderately developing nation in development of
nation power sector provides one of the most important
input. The consumption of electricity in India is increasing at
much faster rate. Therefore a need has aroused to generate,
transmit & distribute electric power at most economical way.
[3] Electrical power system is been divided into generation,
transmission & distribution. Losses in transmission system
are much lower than losses in distribution side and also fault
are not frequent in distribution side.
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2. RELATED WORK
2.1 Internet of Things (IoT)
The Internet of Things (IoT) envisions a near future and is a
recent communication paradigm, in which the objects of
everyday life are equipped with microcontrollers,
transceivers for communication, and suitable protocol stacks
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that will make them able to communicate with one another
and with the users, becoming an integral part of the Internet.
This system aims at making the Internet even more
immersive and pervasive. Also by enabling easy access and
interaction the internet of things will foster the development
of a number of applications that make use of the potentially
enormous amount and variety of data generated by such
objects to provide new services to citizens, companies, and
public administrations by using variety of devices such as,
for instance, home appliances, surveillance cameras,
monitoring sensors, actuators, displays, vehicles, and so on,
Our System indeed finds application in many many domains,
such as automation in homes, industrial, medical aids,
mobile healthcare, elderly assistance, intelligent energy
management and smart grids, automotive, traffic
management, etc. However, such a heterogeneous field of
application makes the identification of solutions capable of
satisfying the requirements of all possible application
scenarios a formidable challenge. This difficulty has led to
the proliferation of different and, sometimes, incompatible
proposals for the practical realization of IoT systems.
Therefore, from a system perspective, the realization of an
IoT network, together with the required backend network
services and devices, still lacks an established best practice
because of its novelty and complexity. In addition to the
technical difficulties, the adoption of the IoT paradigm is also
hindered by the lack of a clear and widely accepted business
model that can attract investments to promote the
deployment of these technologies.

Internet of Things device: Any stand-alone
internet-connected device that can be monitored
and/or controlled from a remote location.



Internet of Things ecosystem: All the components
that enable businesses, governments, and
consumers to connect to their IoT devices, including
remotes, dashboards, networks, gateways, analytics,
data storage, and security.



Physical layer: The hardware that makes an IoT
device, including sensors and networking gear.



Network layer: Responsible for transmitting the
data collected by the physical layer to different
devices.
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Remotes: Enable entities that utilize IoT devices to
connect with and control them using a dashboard,
such as a mobile application. They include
smartphones, tablets, PCs, smart watches,
connected TVs, and nontraditional remotes.



Dashboard: Displays information about the IoT
ecosystem to users and enables them to control
their IoT ecosystem. It is generally housed on a
remote.



Analytics: Software systems that analyze the data
generated by IoT devices. The analysis can be used
for a variety of scenarios, such as predictive
maintenance.



Data storage: Where data from IoT devices is
stored.



Networks: The internet communication layer that
enables the entity to communicate with their device,
and sometimes enables devices to communicate
with each other.

1) Direct hooking from line
What's known as "Cable Hooking" is the most used method.
80% of global power theft is by direct tapping from the line.
The consumer taps into a power line from a point ahead of
the energy meter. This energy consumption is unmeasured
and procured with or without switches.
2) Bypassing the energy meter
In this method, the input terminal and output terminal of the
energy meter is short-circuited, preventing the energy from
registration in the energy meter.[3]

Entity: Includes businesses, governments, and
consumers.





There are various types of electrical power theft, including
Tapping a line or bypassing the energy meter. According to a
study[citation needed], 80% of worldwide theft occurs in private
dwellings and 20% on commercial and industrial premises.
The various types of electrical power theft include:

Internet of Things: A network of internetconnected objects able to collect and exchange data
using embedded sensors.



Application layer: This includes the protocols and
interfaces that devices use to identify and
communicate with each other.

3. WORKING PRINCIPLE

Below, it is provided a glossary defining the Internet of
Things:




3) Injecting foreign element into the energy meter
Meters are manipulated via a remote by installing a circuit
inside the meter so that the meter can be slowed down at
any time. This kind of modification can evade external
inspection attempts because the meter is always correct
unless the remote is turned on.
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The circuit consists of Arduino, GSM, LCD, ESP module and
Current transformers. Meters cannot be used for high
currents so current sensing is done by current transformers.
Two CTs are used, one is connected at load side to measure
the current through load and other C.T is connected at
supply terminals to measure the current supplied by source.

4) Physical obstruction
This type of tampering is done to electromechanical meters
with a rotating element. Foreign material is placed inside the
meter to obstruct the free movement of the disc. A slower
rotating disk signals less energy consumption.
5) ESD attack on electronic meter

The main component in this circuit is Arduino controller. It
receives current signal from two current transformers by the
means of bridge rectifier. Then it compares those two
current magnitudes by the conditional operator. Since there
is no theft load, the two C.T.s shows almost the same values.
Here the system is in healthy condition. The Arduino cannot
access current signal. So we have to interface the C.T. by
means of voltage only. Here we have to convert the current
signal into voltage signal. It can be converted by placing a
resistor in series and taking voltage across the resistor and
passing that voltage signal to arduino. Resistor is used
because the secondary of current transformer should never
be open circuited. The corresponding current can be
obtained by doing calibration. Calibration can be done by
connecting various loads and measuring different voltages
and currents respectively.

This type of tampering is done on electronic meter to make it
either latent damage or permanent damage. Detection can be
done correctly in high end meters only.
The three phase parameter i.e. voltage of overhead line will
get continuously sensed using phase voltage sense section.
Once the fault takes place in overhead line, voltage and
current values deviates from their nominal ranges. The faults
like all series & shunt faults get detected & classified here.
During occurrence of any series voltage get sensed and
respective signals are given to microcontroller. . Relay is
connected for detecting fault in fault display section. Relay is
operated by micro-controller and switched after the
occurrence of faulty condition. Microcontroller programing
is done on the basis of characteristics conditions of overhead
line voltages on occurrence of fault. The type of fault gets
analyzed by microcontroller. If the fault gets occurred
wireless technology GSM (global system for mobile
communication) is used to send SMS to a responsible person
on mobile. Type of fault will display on fault display section.
Simultaneously fault will clear. The fault clearing system
uses various protection devices such as relays and circuit
breakers to detect and clear the fault. The three phase
voltage sensed is continuously given to microcontroller. The
implemented system completely meets the demand of low
cost by using the microcontroller and mobile communication
technology with the aim to detect the abnormality and fault
occurred in the overhead electric line.

Power tapping can be detected by comparing the power
distributed to the line and the power actually consumed by
the load. This is done by installing an electronic energy
meter at the load side and the meter readings are send
wirelessly to the distribution unit. This reading is received
by the wireless receiver and is compared with the actual
power given to the load. The difference in readings indicate
the error and this error signal is given to a controller which
in turn controls the secondary voltage of the transformer,
thus causing the transformer to stop the supply of power.
Thus power theft by tapping is detected and it is prevented
by halting the power to the line totally.

Figure 1.2 Power Tapping Detection

4. CONCLUSION
The implemented system design mainly concentrates on
overhead electric power lines. It provides the way to detect
all series and shunt fault on transmission and distribution
lines. Voltage of the line will get continuously sensed using
phase voltage sense section. Using IoT, power theft detector
kit has been implemented and the same also done using GSM

Figure 1.1 Circuit Diagram
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for the purpose of backup protection. Using IoT, power theft
detector kit has been implemented and the same also done
using GSM for the purpose of backup protection.
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